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ZOOM WEBINAR 

Executive Summary | May 21, 2020 
 
Safe Re-Opening for Higher Education 
 
The webinar, focused on Safe Re-opening for Higher Education, was designed to provide 
information and an opportunity for campuses to consider a fall reopening. It was attended by 
more than 350 people from across the United States.  
 
While, the title uses the word re-opening, we understand that campuses did not close but were 
forced to change their delivery model– in a matter of days or weeks. We acknowledge that not 
all higher education environments were 100% in-person pre-COVID: For instance, WGU 
delivers courses fully online and most campuses already had on-line or hybrid course offerings.  
While focused on higher education, information shared today is relevant to the overall education 
environment and potentially to other sectors.  

The webinar addressed architectural spacing, one campus’s safe re-opening plan, best 
practices for creating confidence that campuses have prepared for safety of its students, staff, 
and visitors, and results of a survey completed by representatives from 17 campuses.  
 
There is not a one size fits all approach.  For many institutions, this will happen in waves and 
will look different across our various geographic locations.   

Creating a strong framework is necessary which should include surveying communities, talking 
with stakeholders and the communities which are a part of the campus environment.  
 

 
GUIDANCE AND ADVICE FROM ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING: The message that 
should be communicated is one of care and empathy. Online learning is highly likely to continue 
this fall and will eventually reshape higher education and overall educational delivery. 
 
Process for Reopening- Immediate Steps 

• Create a strong and resilient framework to withstand adversity, support continuity, health 
and safety, and increased vitality.   

 
Forces Reshaping Higher Education 

• A transformation was already underway in higher education long before this current 
situation.  It is clear that the pandemic is simply accelerating these issues and larger 
trends and creating an even greater sense of urgency.  Goal is to encourage an 
approach that helps address the issues immediately in front of us but that also prepares 
colleges and universities for the next handful of years and beyond.   

• Most institutions will need to consider a phased approach that enables “right sizing” 
while ensuring any operational swings are minimized and easier to manage.   

 
Human Health, Wellness and Safety 

• The built environment can help support the well-being of students/ faculty/ staff and the 
planet. 

• The comfort and health experienced by building occupants can drive productivity and 
enrollment/retention.  
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• Institutions can maintain a compelling product offering while moving to a more hybrid 
model. 

• The built environment has a role to play to provide a support structure to help fight 
against a reduction in humanity, isolation, and loneliness and promoting/improving 
mental health. 

• There are many solutions to human health and wellness that can be immediately put to 
use in the buildings being renovated and designed today, including changing the way we 
distribute conditioned air in our buildings to keep from mixing the germs we breath out 
with the conditioned air others in our space are breathing.   

 
Maximize Value, Minimize Waste 

• Certain spaces are more valuable than other spaces on campus, and that the best way 
for many of these spaces to function is for them to enable collaboration and interactive 
learning.   

• In addition to evaluating the highest and best use of space, our higher education 
partners just want to ensure that every dollar they spend is going to fund high quality 
spaces that are safe, well-equipped and as fully utilized as possible.  

• Some higher education partners are undergoing campus-wide classroom assessment 
studies, looking very carefully at their inventory and assessing whether or not the 
utilization rates they are finding in some cases are due simply to having a space surplus 
or, more often, a function of not having the right kinds and sizes of spaces on campus to 
best serve the needs of their students. 

• At least for a time, classes may need to be set up in larger, underutilized spaces already 
on campus.  

• A culture of responsible resource stewardship often leads to a natural and strong 
commitment to high performing environments. 

• Leverage every inch of the building to be as useful as humanly possible. 
 
Adaptability 

• The ability to rapidly reconfigure our existing spaces and to construct new robust 
structures that support variable and equitable environments has become increasingly 
important.   

• The need for adequate storage to serve these spaces is going to be critical and in high 
demand. 

• We continue to see that very few college campuses are building single-purpose spaces 
anymore.  (Blend of online with in-person learning.) 

• Create a spectrum of flexible and versatile spaces for innovation that allow for 
adaptability 

 
Pandemic is a Portal 

• Potential for a better world on the other side of the pandemic, including better 
environments for teaching and learning.   

• This is an incredible opportunity to re-orient ourselves to a new future and to leave the 
old baggage behind.  It is an opportunity to say goodbye to poor air quality both inside 
and out, to buildings that are inefficient and provide unhealthy spaces for people and 
that are dangerous neighbors to the environment. 
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Designing for Equity 

• Equity is important in education. There are a number of great resources to gain a better 
understanding of Universal Design for learning including research from Harvard (UDL) –  
www.udl-irn.org and www.GouldEveansEducation.com.  

 
 
OPERATION SAFE CAMPUS: The model for Operation Safe Campuses is scalable and highly 
adaptable providing safe learning and living environment for students and staff.  
 
William Jewel is partnering with Liberty Hospital and MRIGlobal, using military defense 
conditions as a framework. This framework incorporates infectious disease actions using safety 
plans, emergency response operations plans and continuance of plans. Now is the best time to 
appreciate the value of partnerships and working together. The value is needed for objective 
planning, via an unbiased approach.   

• Collaboration is important to cover the gaps that any of the partners have by leveraging 
the strengths of others. These will allow you to see what is being discussed, practiced 
and policed for all the safety precautions.  

• Partners can provide unbiased opinion or input without the emotional attachments. 
Schools should look for these types of relationships prior to emergency situations.  

o Engage with colleague institutions and/or organizations. 
o Engage with others who are not like you at all.  

• Using the military’s defense conditions as a framework, William Jewell College 
developed threat levels across a continuum of the coronavirus risk. The framework leads 
to uniform and consistent planning, education and training, and necessary response for 
each level.  

• The guidance from the federal and state governments have not converged to a cohesive 
message. 

 
 
CREATING PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY AND CONFIDENCE: Create a healthier world…one 
that is useful, fast, and not necessarily perfect…plans will change, framework will change. It is 
important to communicate that plan even if it changes and to realize that it will change. Do not 
wait to be perfect; give yourself the leverage to continue to evolve as the situation and the 
guidelines evolve. 
 
Communicate on a regular basis about what stakeholders, students, the community are feeling 
or are worried about: Top 3 things that the consumer is concerned about during this pandemic. 

1. Economy 
2. Mental health 
3. Public Health 

 
Every organization, business, schools/university needs to have a “Total Health Strategy” which 
address all three areas of consumer worries and helps create a sense/feeling of safety for the 
students, faculty, staff, stakeholders, and community members at large. 

• Engage the stakeholder, people want to help address the concerns. People are willing to 
help; they are responsive to surveys to improve the campus environment, addressing 
the responses to re-open or discuss how to deal with other issues/concerns which may 
arise. 
 

http://www.udl-irn.org/
http://www.gouldeveanseducation.com/
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Know the key drivers for the consumer/stakeholders you work with regularly: 

• Gen Z generation is much more optimistic than other generations.  However, they have 
worries on a variety of levels both globally and personally (family) impacts. They are 
worried about short issues like health and long-term worries about their futures and the 
impacts this pandemic will have on the value of their education. They are quick to lose 
motivation to finish in their efforts regardless of what it is they are engaged. This 
becomes an educational challenge – because their stress about their future is 
skyrocketing. They are clear-eyed and kind-hearted which makes them both warm and 
cold as a consumer population. Their highest value: is honesty. Therefore, it is important 
to talk about what you are doing on campus and what you are doing with others, 
because Gen Z values collaboration.  
 

Communicate your plan and any revisions you make to the plan or the elements of the 
organization. Address the financial, mental, and public health/well-being of the organization and 
its members…and make sure to communicate across all those sectors. Continue the rituals: 
create new; but hang onto the long-standing…evolve it to small groups or online delivery. Be 
intentional. Use logo to let the consumer know what you are doing to keep them safe. 
Overcommunicate…honesty. Find your schools/organizations expert.  
 
When you find yourselves in times of constraint find your surplus. Ask people to do their part. 
Most importantly tell people; Not just WHAT you are doing but WHY you are doing it! What is 
your OATH to them as consumers and stakeholders (students/faculty/staff)? 
 
Our collective goals in education haven’t changed but the needs of our consumers have 
changed. We have lost the ceremonial events like graduations, spring sports, award banquets, 
proms, etc. However, we have gained a shared sense of identity, “we are all in this together!”  
 
We have the ability to showcase the skills the students are building or have built as the 
school/academic year winds down. Be creative of the solutions you use to recognize your 
students as they finish their academic careers at your educational institution. Tap your internal 
resources like the student body, faculty, coaches, staff, other institutions who have done 
recognition type of events. Allow your organization the freedom. Remember, we are evolving; 
we are in an active version of responding to the pandemic; we have the opportunity and 
freedom to reinvent the future. 
 
SURVEY RESPONSES: In early May, KC Scholars surveyed representatives from the 17 
campuses in the KC Scholars’ Postsecondary Network, with a simple, open-ended survey with 
four prompts. Responses were grouped thematically.  
 

1. What are the priority topics you would like to discuss with other campuses? 
2. What keeps you awake at night regarding re-opening your campus? 
3. What guidance or information would be helpful as you make decisions about re-

opening? 
4. From where you are seeking and receiving guidance about re-opening? 

 
Resoundingly, yes, respondents want to have discussion with other campuses, with the 
primary topic being safety and wellbeing – which was listed as all 10 top priorities. Included 
as safety and wellbeing are: 

• Safety measures 
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• How to safely handle prospective student experiences 

• Ensuring safety of students, staff, faculty, visitors, and parents 

• Safety in close quarters such as hallways, entrances, large gathering spaces, labs, 
locker rooms, athletic facilities, housing, logistics of opening campuses, protocol for 
taking temperatures, to mask or not and in which spaces, cleaning protocols,  

 
Respondents also want to discuss how campuses will support students and faculty, staff, and 
administration, specifically how we: 

• Make everyone feel safe 

• Support now unemployed staff with job training and transition assistance 

• Consider remote working if possible and prudent, and for whom 

• Support students at greatest risk – vulnerable, under-resourced, 1st-generation, low-
income – and ensuring they complete their education 

• Bring students through the financial crisis and support their tech needs 

• Provide mental health support for students and staff 
 
Campuses also want to talk about adaptability and mission: 

• Can my institution adapt while remaining faithful to the mission and identity and what 
was special about our campus experience, pre-COVID-19 

• Consideration of what is truly vital in our work 
 
In answer to What keeps you up at night, safety and wellbeing was the highest frequency 
response and specific responses, different than shared above, included: 

• What if there is a significant outbreak on campus or in the Metro area? 

• Impact on campus health services 

• Balancing safety and the new normal 

• Safety of visitors to campus 

• How to return employees who are considered vulnerable populations 
 
Also top of mind were: 

• Finances – impact of enrollment numbers and declining state budgets and balancing 
revenue with the student experience 

• Enrollment numbers: 
o What will be the impact on enrollment numbers 
o When can we start having campus tours for prospective students 
o Will we lose our most vulnerable students? 

• Course delivery – creating an engaged learning environment in the new normal, 
students may not like the online modality, how do we innovate and engage students 

 
Survey respondents indicated that the following guidance or information would be helpful 
as they make decisions about re-opening: 

• sharing of guidelines, learning what other campuses are doing and why, how campuses 
are applying available guidance, guidance on the uses of masks 

 
Finally, respondents are seeking guidance from all entities listed on the slide. 
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QUESTIONS & ANSWER SESSION TOPICS: 
  

Adequate Classroom and/or Learning spaces 

• Distancing guidelines require 45-65 sqft/student. 

• The diagrams in the presentation illustrate the solutions to the requirements.  

• There's some room for interpretation about how the 6' diameter spacing can overlap 
circulation to and from desks or through common spaces. 

• Combining small spaces to split classes across rooms is a viable strategy.  

• It may require a TA or other supports for the secondary spaces.  

• The value of being on campus has more to do with face to face interaction with 
instructors as well as classmates. 

Transferability of the virus from surfaces 

 
Tunable lighting, dynamic color, and/or shift lighting to help improve the wellness and 
health of the students 

• The first strategy is to optimize access to daylight  

• In schools of medicine or other disciplines where students study around the clock.  

• Full spectrum lighting can be costly, but viable - especially in climates with a lot of 
overcast skies and short daylight days through the winter. 

Counseling Centers/Mental Wellness areas 

• When looking at where to place mental wellness areas (e.g.; counseling centers) it is 
also important to bring in counseling staff in design planning.   

• There is a delicate balance with hybrid spaces and students feeling safe with 
confidentiality respected (privacy of access). 
 

Spending scarce resources on remodeling for post COVID while lay-offs are occurring 
 
How do we “sell” spending scarce resources on remodeling for post co-vid when we are 
laying off staff and faculty? 

• As much as possible, talk about it as "repurposing" vs. "remodeling." Repurposing of 
space, assets, supplies vs. net new remodeling.  

• Focusing on why any changes are critical to base health and safety of the students.   
 

Dates on sessions about developing engaging online course content 

• On June 11, 2020, KC Scholars will host the quarterly gathering of their Post-Secondary 
Network.  

• On the agenda: 
o President and Co-Founder of ACUE who will present “How to Create Effective 

and Engaged online Course Delivery.”  
o A representative from WGU – National Office based in Salt Lake City, UT will 

present on “Developing a Sense of Belonging through a Virtual Course Delivery 
Environment.” 

o Any interested participants should RSVP and obtain meeting information from: 
kcollins@kcscholars.org   

mailto:kcollins@kcscholars.org
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